
CONSPIRACY!  

This mailing ends -ell subscriptions' to the newsletter for the time 
• -being, and brings everyone up to date on all I have published. I 

send my love and thanks for the support you have given, and the in-
terest you have shown. Razzberry, which printed my articlesa and 
kindly provided me enough copies so you all had one, is now defunct. 

`.I am moving out of town, and if another series is possible, you will 
get it in the mail. This one was horribly delayed by so many things 
I can't go into it. That it reaches you now is a manifestation of 
the help and support of others. Here are a few postscripts: 

1.Penn Jones, Box 1140, Midlothian, TX 76065 is going to print a 
newsletter for researchers and the public, including the work 
of many other investigators, as well as an upcoming article from 
me on another important "mysterious death", a case where I am 
claiming priority of paranoia. 

2.Colt/Donnelly's excellent Assassination Resource List, which I 
have enclosed the now dated second issue of, has been revised 
with a third issue for you serious workers, available from them 
for a donation. This resource list should the "Conspiracies  
Involve.. box on the reverse to Mae Brussell (whose articles 
on Watergate deaths and Sirhants CIA ties appeared in recent 	

cInvolve..:' 
 

Midnight issues). 

3.A post script to my Dan Rather article, left out due to space, 
reads: The State Department maintains a list of 163 males (their 
chauvinism will self-extinct them) who are slated to survive a 
nuclear attack in special bunkers 2 miles underground. The Pres-
ident, the Chiefs of Staff, Cabinet members and others comprise 
the list. The most important people in the country, in their 
terms. Dan Rather is on that list. 

'.The biggest story of this decade is the hoax of Howard Hughes. 
He died years ago, having been kidnapped and taken out of power 
in 1957. Lockheed Nazis, the Hughes Medical Foundation front, 
and CIA operations division are-one and the same. That's why 
no will, a fake body, the 12 deaths recently in the Lockheed 
scandal investigation of Japan, etc. Get a copy of Mae Brussell's 
excellent piece "Is Howard Hughes Dead and Buried Off A Greek 
Island", and a bibliography to start your own work on Hughes from 
her at 25620 Via Crotalo, Carmel, Ca. 93921. 

5-My planned future articles include one linking the sugar indus-
try to the JFK assassination, titled "The Pepsi Generation". Read 
William Dufty's great book, Sugar Blues and get off white death -
addiction yourself. Also, I want to show how Watergate and Nix-
on's fall was carefully set up by the intelligence crew, in a 
piece titled "All the Post's 'den". 

I hope I've given yoV at least a jaundiced eye on the current 
set of press lies we get fed every day. If so, you've been suspic-
ious of "swine flu" at Ft. Dix, earthquakes in Italy, American Le-
gion's mass-death in Philly, the Chouchilla school bus kidnapping, 
the death of Martha Mitchell from'the same rare cancer that invaded 
Ted Kennedy's son's leg, CIA reports predicting world famine, Squeaky 
Fromme's "sugar-daddy" from military intelligence, and Jean Dixon's 
"prediction" _that Ford will be shot in Kansas City. Not to mention 
the stupidity of Richard Schweiker's conclusion that Castro- had 
Kennedy killed, just before he became a running mate to that fascist 
Ronald Reagan. The - truth is out there, and people want to know it. 

John Judge 


